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The deadline for articles and advertisements in the
next edition of The Crankhandle is 15th of the Month.
Items received after then may be held over till the
next edition.
Please email copy or information to:
crankeyeditor@gmail.com

EATING IN THE FIFTIES
Pasta was not eaten in Australia. Curry was a surname. Take-away was a mathematical problem.
A pizza was something to do with a leaning tower. Rice was only eaten as a milk pudding.
All potato crisps were plain, the only choice we had was whether of put salt on or not.
Calamari was called squid and used as fish bait. A Big Mac was what we wore if it was raining.
Brown bread was something only poor people ate.
Oil was for lubricating, fat was for cooking.
Tea was made in a pot with tea leaves and never green. Seaweed was not a recognized food.
Fish didn't have fingers then. Eating raw fish was called poverty, not sushi.
We had never heard of yoghurt. Healthy foods consisted of anything edible.
People who didn't peel potatoes were regarded as lazy. Cooking outside was called camping.
Indian restaurants were only found in India. --Kebab" as not even a word. never mind a food.
Prunes were medicinal. Surprisingly, muesli was readily available, it was called cattle feed.
Water came out of the tap. If someone had suggested bottling it and charging more than petrol for it. they would
have become as laughing stock!?
Two things that we never ever had on our table in the fifties - "Elbows or iPhones”!!!!
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PRESIDENTIAL JOTTINGS

CLUB MEETINGS
General meetings are held on the first Tuesday of each
month at Dromana Community Hall, cnr of Hodgkinson St
and Verdon St, Dromana at 7.30 pm. Melway Ref 159 G7
From Oct 1st 2016 the joining fee is $35. The Membership
fee is $55 pa or $40 pa with an email only magazine
COMMITTEE OFFICERS
President:
Geoff Bartlett
0419 547 823
Vice President:
Allan Tyler
0409406690
Secretary:
Colin Jordan
0417 527 812
Treasurer:
Paul Lucas
0420 927 073
Membership Officer:
David Jones
0416 287 797
Club Permit Officer:
David Doubtfire
0409 603 749
Editor
Keith Morrison
0411 127 765
Events manager:
John Becker
0411 202 911
Safety Check Officers
Liam Fenney
David Doubtfire

5986 5454
0409 603 749

Club Regalia:
Rob Lloyd
AOMC Representative:
Ray Beagley
Federation Representatives
Allan Tyler
Christine Tyler
Web Master:
David Doubtfire
OTHER MEMBERS

0407 833 878
0414 598 614
0409406690
0424096393
0409 603 749

Julie Jones

0418 144 554

Brian Evans

0409 639 118

Warwick Spinaze

0407 016 719

LIFE MEMBERS

Geoff Anderson
Ray Beagley
Greg Cripps
Ray Gardini
Tony Howard
Noel Meates
Lawrie Turner**
Don Robinson

John Watson
Max Caddy
Bill Glover
Charlie Cassar
Brian Niblock
Steve Lloyd **
Eric Evans **
Peter Bradbury **
** Deceased

COMMITTEE MEETINGS are held at “The Library”’
Mornington Gardens, 98 Bungower Rd, Mornington.
2nd Tuesday each month at 1:15pm
Tel 0420 927 073 (Paul Lucas) .

This is it!
From next month you will see notes
from a different President. It certainly has gone by so
quickly, it is hard to believe that it will be 2 years in a
couple of weeks since I was elected into the chair of our
great car club. Mick Daddo approached me late in the
Club’s 2016/17 year and invited me to join Committee,
and then asked me to become Vice President. I
suppose I wasn’t really paying attention when the
constitution had been changed during Mick’s reign to
place a limit on the President’s tenure, and it came
home as a bit of a shock, that just after 2 years had
passed I would be President! Then, knowing I was
getting no younger, I realised I would be 75 a few days
after the end of 2 years at the helm, and “it was now or
never really”. I have to say that it has been one of the
most satisfying things I have done in my life. At my
election I quoted a bit of Masonic ritual which is
delivered to a newly installed Lodge Master, and
adapting it to the situation it goes “and may God grant
you health and strength to enable you to perform your
important duty with satisfaction to yourself and
advantage to the [Club]”. I hope the latter is true.
I would encourage any member of the Club to have a
go. The extra camaraderie of being in the administrative
group is very rewarding, and I have agreed to remain on
Committee, and I would miss it if I was not staying on.
Under the present circumstances we probably were not
as pro-active as we could have been in ascertaining
whether there were members who could bring fresh
vitality to the administration, but I hope that the
prevailing isolation is never present around a future
election time.
We will have an AGM by Zoom on October 6th, but the
actual starting time will be announced after the
Committee and Mick Daddo get together and decide.
There will be no election as such, because there is only
one nominee for each position, but the formalities will be
gone through in a brief on-line gathering.
On the subject of club permit vehicles, I suppose not
surprisingly, I have heard 2 diversely opposite “official”
opinions on the legality of their use. Rob Lloyd asked at
Rosebud Police Station whether he could use his red
plated car to do legal shopping a legal distance from
home, and was told “of course, yes”. When Bruce
Rogers was renewing his permit at Vicroads, the officer
asked him his intentions of use, and stated that it was
legal to drive the car in order to have necessary repairs
or servicing done, but not legal to do shopping on the
way home, it is a recreational vehicle. I don’t see any
logic in denying use to do legal things we would
otherwise do in a normally registered vehicle, and it is
the Police who are administering the rules, but there is
inconsistency. I will leave it to each owner to make their
own decision as to whether they leave the car at home.
When we can resume activities with some semblance of
normality remains to be seen, but each day is now
bringing added optimism about our recovery from a very
unfortunate situation.
Stay well, and Regards,
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Geoff Bartlett.

An Octos Life in Lockdown — Bill Glover
The simplest one of the three Octos was sent a 1000 piece jigsaw by
one of his daughters in law in the forlorn hope that it would keep his
mind active. The picture supplied with the puzzle was 40 mostly
French stamps depicting French cars from the mid-twenties to the late
40s, all joined together. "It will be be a breeze, knock it off in a couple
of sittings" or so the elderly one thought. Afterall he had owned a
French car when he was young and thought he knew a lot about them.
The next mistake was to set up at the table where this old Octo took
his meals, normally he would read the morning paper with breakfast
but out of the corner of his eye the jigsaw kept intruding! He admits to
some help coming from youngest son who was his official carer and
allowed to visit (One can imagine the reports given to his two other
brothers... ("He’s done what?") and not helped by eldest son
suggesting that one should challenge oneself by never looking at the
picture supplied with the puzzle .......little wonder the world is in a
mess. Octo was so pleased with the final result after three weeks that
he decided a picture should appear in Crankhandle to dispel thoughts
that he had lost it. He then discovered that he needed to stand on a
chair (that seemed to wobble) to get sufficient height for the photo, He
then had the feeling that it was all going to end badly so waited till
youngest son came to the rescue. See 'one can still learn'

A Worldly Wonder from Warrick!
The Boss’s Boss, Helen saw the pictured blobs, but could not help. She did
however suggest I send this most unusual question to you.
Noonie, Noonie, Does anyone have a clue???
I strolled around my vegie patch last week and eeeek! I came across four black
blobs about the size of a large prune. The rhubarb leaves were sprayed with
black liquid. I yelled out to Warwick who gallantly came along with matches and
tried to light one of the blobs. However they did not catch fire, they only
sizzled. They smelt of bitumen and molasses.
Ah I thought space junk! Particularly as my German group had been discussing
the hot topic of travelling to Mars.
We looked around the rest of our garden and next door but found nothing
similar.
I then decided to climb the ladder (with Warwick nearby) to see if there was
anything on the garage roof – nothing. But I did scrape my shin on the rung of
the ladder which hurt like hell!!
To date we are none the wiser.
Two of the below pictures are enlarged. Any clues would be much appreciated.
Perplexed,
Petra Spinaze
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Behind the
Scenes
with

Max Caddy

A MINOR AFFAIR
This affair lasted over a two year period. I was
besotted with everything about her, and being a lad,
one month short of turning 18, I was smitten, however I
could not be seen out and about with her at this time.
The affair started when I spotted a little 1952 Morris
Minor Convertible in a car yard near my home in
Coburg. It was green and the price of $350 Quid
seemed about right. I had just sold my 1937 Chev

Sloper, so I had some cash and savings, although as a young apprentice, it was still heaps.
Now a problem arose, my Dad had suggested I purchase a little green Prefect Utility that I had learnt to drive in.
This 1948 Ute had become surplus to the needs of his company. At a suggested price of around $250 Quid, it was
a good buy and a sensible deal and much more practical to my trade aspirations. Forget the practicalities, I just
had to have the Morris Minor.
As an aside, when I joined the Club, I was delighted to find a Prefect Ute just like the one aforementioned, being
owned by Treasurer’s Paul and Christine Lucas. I remember when we had three in the front, the gear stick
jumping out of second gear and hitting me on the knee cap, apparently not uncommon to the model.
My Sister and I regularly travelled in the rear tub, with our backs to the cabin and the Tourneau Cover up to our
chests. No complaints, and in all weather.
Now, another problem arose in a month or so when I had acquired my drivers’ license. I met a young lady. Was it
me or the mighty little Morris Minor convertible that was the attraction? Now my emotions had to be shared with the
lovely little lady and the lovely little ‘Minor’.
And so, a little joint relationship developed. You may ask at this time, is this the Lorraine that many of you know?
No it wasn’t her.
My weekends became a shared affair. The three of us. Friday night, a trip together to the Drive-In Theater,
Saturday morning, a wash and play with my ’Minor’ and kick around with my mates in the afternoon.
My car was reasonably reliable, however, it quickly became evident that the engine was tired. My Dad, who
worked for Repco, arranged for a side-valve ‘Gold Star’ engine to be fitted. I had the head shaved and a lot of
weight shaved off the fly-wheel. 4lbs I think, but does sound a lot.
I remember the electric fuel pump became troublesome in the hot weather. The fuel would vaporise. My Dad
suggested I wind asbestos rope around the unit, which helped. Another problem was that it would just stop
pumping, necessitating my young lady passenger to thump the floor with her foot to get it kicking over again.
Cosmetically, my next project was having a new hood fitted. The original looked good, but the rain came right
through it. The new vinyl hood was maroon in colour with a wrap-around rear window.
My 1952 Hi-Light had fixed rear windows unlike the President’s Lady, Helen’s, lovely little ’48 Lo-Light, ‘yella terror’
which had rear removable side screens.
Externally, I painted the centre of the wheels and panel around the grill bright red.
Everything was going really well. Then it happened! On the way home from the Drive-In Theater, accompanied by
my young lady, and probably with stars in my eyes, the traffic came to an abrupt halt. Crushing by’ beloved’, the
‘Minor’ that is, between a Ford Mainline Ute and a Desoto. I stepped out of the car to assess the damage to find
the road hard to reach as the car had finished high off the road. Sadly the car was towed away for assessment. It
was pretty bad however, to the extent that the panel beater offered to completely change the colour if I wished, so I
chose a nice shade of blue.
Now, the ‘down-hill slide’
One night after dropping the little lady home, I came out and the ‘Minor’ was parked under a street light, which
highlighted all the panel beating repairs – not good! The ‘Minor’ had lost a lot of its glamour. Add to this, the lovely
little lady, who I had been dating for two years was losing her interest in me. So we parted company. The Morris
Minor and I rode off into the sunset.
Soon after, two new lovely ladies came into my life. A brand new Morris Major and a girl named Lorraine.
Happy motoring.
Max

xx oo (for the girls)
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Caught in the Headlights
The Octogenarians
MICHAEL JAGEURS A COLLECTOR WITH AN EYE TO DESIGN. .

Coronavirus restrictions remain with us so the Octos are
still interviewing our members by telephone and this
month, Michael Jageurs consented to being interviewed
by this rather unsatisfactory process. No longer can we
inspect members’ cars and Octo Ray is unable to take
his magical photographs, so we need to rely on the
member to supply their own photos.
Michael was born in Hawthorn and had his early
schooling in the district before finishing at Camberwell
High in 1971. He has two sisters and an older brother
John, now living in the UK, who has always been a keen
car man. They are still close and together the boys
share a passion for older cars jointly owning a number
between them. Michael’s father was a tool maker, so he
had metal and wood lathes at home and a collected of
old cars with something of a preference for 1950s
Studebakers and early model Holdens with most of
them needing work. Early in life, it was Michael’s job to
hold the torch late into the night with his father’s words
“if you can see it -- I can see it” still etched in his brain
as he focused the torch on some particular nut or bolt
for him. But he wasn’t an enthusiastic helper and the
experience had the effect of putting him off cars for
some time. John on the other hand, according to
Michael, is something of a “Guru” on cars and has
always been interested in them.
About 45years ago, following his early years working as
a carpet layer, along with other part time jobs, Michael
took over the business from the man who had employed
him and continued operations as wholesaler, retailer
and installer of carpets servicing both commercial and
private clients across the eastern states of Australia. In
recent years his youngest daughter Caitlyn, has joined
him in the business. Meanwhile his son Adrian has his
own business as a carpet layer and interacts with the
family company as wholesalers to him. The eldest
daughter Rebecca, is a builder. So today, after 45 years
as proprietor of Jager Carpets, situated in Toorak Rd
Hartwell, he has built a wide spread, secure business,
covering real estate agents with client portfolios in the
property management, commercial interests such as
office sites, hotels and large scale unit and townhouse

developments as well as private households. A
significant part of their business is buying “end of run”
carpet from manufactures and on-selling from their
warehouse to customers for use in homes, townhouses
and units etc, something to remember if you want to
replace a carpet anytime--- he could be just the man to
help you!
Michael and Helens’ three children are now in their
thirties with a total of six grandchildren between them,
all under the age of seven! It’s not hard to imagine a fair
call on Helen’s time as grandmother in helping to
manage the young family while the parents are at work.
No doubt there is plenty of fun mixed in along the way,
Their family home is in Canterbury with a holiday home
at McCrae, a particularly lovely part of the Peninsula
with its beautiful sandy beaches and village atmosphere
and what a place for summer holidays for the
grandchildren!

Michael’s 1950 Bullet nose Studebaker convertible

Michael has three cars registered with the Club on red
plates, 1950 white Studebaker convertible, a red 1954
Ford Customline and a 1953 FX Holden sedan, the last
year of that model. There is however, a larger collection
of cars in the family stable, some of which belonged to
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his father and some held jointly with his brother. Too many
to list here and quite an eclectic range of cars Michael
doesn’t just follow a particular manufacturer or model style
but rather the design of the car itself, so the range of the

the first time in 47 years, the boys magically got it
started again without a whole lot of work and now it is
almost finished as a complete restoration. It’s a nice
story.
His time in the club saw him form a friendship with the
Late Vince Gallichio, a former great club stalwart and
Ford collector, now sadly missed. Vince had helped
him with some of his car buys and many were/are
stored at Vince’s Boneo property. Also a close friend
in his time with the club, was Alan Wilson, who moved
to the Western District some 5/6 years ago to support
a family member. Both helped him over the years, to
buy cars that he was keen to add to his collection.
Charlie Schwerkolt from Charlie’s Arthur Seat Car
Museum also helped him when he was trying to buy
an ex-Melbourne Studebaker club member’s car that
he knew of and had been sold to an enthusiast in WA.
The deal was successfully concluded.

The 1913 Talbot with copious brass work
brothers’ collection covers from a 1913 Talbot which
Michael acquired some three years ago, to a 1933
Studebaker Rockne a rare car, plus two 1954 Studebakers
in need of restoration, inherited from his father, plus a bullet
nose Studebaker to a 1965 Mustang convertible with a few
more in between.
One of the most interesting cars in their collection is the
1933 Studebaker Rockne which was named after a
Norwegian born man who moved to USA and became a
very famous player and an outstanding and innovative
coach of American gridiron football. He joined the
Studebaker Company at a high level on his retirement as
coach but died soon after, so the company decided to
honour him by naming a model after him. Unfortunately it
was the time when the company, indeed the whole car
industry, was in deep financial trouble in the aftermath of
the 1929 world depression. No doubt in the hope of trading
on his name and fame, a number of the Studebaker Rockne
were sent to Norway in knocked down form where they
were reassembled, and sold locally, so they are a fairly rare
beast.

This is a very broad brush snap shot of Michael’s
personal life. It’s so much more difficult to grasp the
picture and tell the story dealing as we are, from a
distance. Coupled with that is Michael’s somewhat self
-effacing statement to us “Why do you want to talk
about me? No one will be interested. You’ll be lucky to
string together 100 words! Let’s talk about the cars!”
Well ok! So we had a hook-up and talked about the
family stable of cars and Mike has kindly forwarded
several photos from his albums.
Who knows! The Octos might get a chance to visit
Michael and Helen when life is back to normal and we
can view the fleet and get a handle on what is
obviously a very interesting collection. All we need is
for Daniel Andrews to say the word “GO!”

Michael bought another FX solely as a donor car but as
often happens, it was just too good for that fate meanwhile,
his father’s old FX that the boys drove around the family
place as teenagers, was put on blocks in 1970 when it
“conked out” and left until just three years ago, when, for
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The Morgan Car.

“The Modern Barnfind”

John Huffman from USA Car & Driver in his article
2019 describes the Morgan Plus 4 as a modern barn
find and explains why. “The doors are cut so low that
you hang your arm out while tapping your fingers on
the front fenders long tail. This is a car designed by
people long since dead using carpentry skills and an
eye for design and grace.
Everything about the 2020 Plus 4 is archaic and
uncompromised by concerns for practicality, comfort,
noise, vibration and harshness. The navigation system
is a door pocket in which you store your maps, thin
paper ones at that. Bumpers are optional.
Medical specialization has progressed over the last 52
years, but the Morgan? not so much.

Allan Lowe.

was Company Policy for promotional purposes. At that
time each Morgan under build had already been sold
with a production rate then of 9 cars per week. We were
some 3 hours on our tour through each stage of
production to the final delivery point of the completed
Morgan car.

Generations of the workforce have served Morgan and
the skills past down over the years is part of what this
car company is about, we all hope these hand skills are
retained. Morgan now produces nearly 800 cars each
year, being 3 wheelers, 4/4’s, Plus 4’s and the new
Morgan with the BMW turbo six with a boxed mono alloy
subframe to handle the 225 bhp engine.

So beyond a back surgeon, keep a renal specialist on
call, because not only will a Morgan drivers spine
compress, their kidneys will also get a good shake-up
to the point where the car could qualify as a diuretic.
This car is without a trunk which was a well-chosen
technology in 1936. This is style first, everything else
second. It’s not fast, doesn’t handle well, a genuine
bump will qualify you for a flight path and it’s the
landing you must prepare for. Without any form of
power-assisted steering is agony to park. If you’re
contemplating a Morgan see your doctor first. As easy
as it is to point out its challenges and deficits, just look
at it, it’s so pretty.”
“Real Drivers Drive Morgans” Mr Huffman. I have
always loved a Morgan, wind in your face and the
driving experience of the classic sports car of bygone
years. No other car has been able to compete with a
Morgan for its shape and beauty. This is why Morgan is
still a very successful car manufacturer today albeit
now owned since 2019 by the European based
company Investindustrial founded in 1990 with 11
billion euro raised capital. After 110 years the Morgan
family will be minority shareholders in the company
along with its management and employees. It will be
interesting to see where Investindustrial takes Morgan
Cars in forthcoming years.
Morgan in the past with limited production had a supply
and demand position in the market that was second to
none. An electric motor driven Morgan? It’s been
whispered, I hope not.
In 1975 while staying with friends not far from Malvern
Links a visit to the Morgan Factory was on my bucket
list. Janet and I arrived at what looked like a tramways
building with a very small sign over the front door,
Morgan. On entering I asked the lady at the front desk
do you do tours? “no we don’t” and I thought I had
wasted our time until she said, “just go through that
door and you are free to walk through the workshop”,
we were the only visitors there at that time and what an
amazing experience this was, to be able to talk to all
the skilled craftsmen while at their work stations. All
were very happy to stop and chat about what and how
their particular task of the build was performed. I was
informed by them that this time given to visitors
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The Brilliantly Engineered Curtiss OX5 & 0XX-6 V8 Engine.
Among the most successful early engines marketed in
the USA were those designed and built by aviator and
inventor Glenn Curtiss. In 1907 his Curtiss OX5-V8
engine powered the worlds fastest motorcycle to136 mph
setting a new land speed record. After his success with
designing aircraft and the installation of his V8 engine for
the Aerial Experiment Association, Glenn Curtiss formed
his own company in association with Augustus Herring
in1909. In the same month, the Aeronautical Society of
New York placed an order for a new Curtiss aircraft.
Curtiss No.1 the “Golden Flyer” was the first aircraft both
designed and built by Curtiss, he flew this aircraft to win
the Scientific American Trophy and also in 1909 winning
the Gordon Bennett Cup Race in France setting a world
record speed of 43.35 miles per hour beating the biggest
names in aviation, surprising all with his OX5-V8 Curtiss
Engine powering the aircraft.

I was at Avalon here in Melbourne for the air show
celebrating 100 years of flight and I was fortunate to
engage with the pilot of a replica of the Curtiss “Golden
Flyer” powered by the water-cooled Curtiss OX5-V8
engine. I witnessed a seriously brave flyer at several
hundred feet in his bamboo and cloth V8 engined kite
and on landing he was like a kid with a new toy. He was
so excited to have just flown his first circuit ever in his
“Golden Flyer”, as having come from the USA for this
celebration he was not permitted to fly circuits there. He
explained to me that he could not get his craft to turn until
he made the decision to back the throttle off and then it
commenced to turn, he said, “I can’t wait to do that
again”. He sits in a primitive seat well forward of the
Curtiss V8 engine sited between the wings, with the
steering wheel he turns the forward rudder. He
demonstrated to me how he warps the wings by leaning
his seat from side to side, the wires attached to both
sides of his seat pull the wires attached to each wing.

Allan Lowe.

Until very recently Paul owned and raced the Nalla
Holden. It seems a logical progression from one beast to
another, albeit a beautiful vintage aero engined beast.
Paul searched the world for an aero-engine with exposed
valve gear and finally found a 1914 Curtiss 0XX6, 9.3 litre
V8, producing 100 HP at 1400 revs used by the USA
Navy in their biplane flying boats in 1914. The blind
casting, having water cooling, twin ignition, valve ports
and passages all integral is a credit to both designer and
foundrymen. Oil pressure is 75 psi at 1500 revs supplied
from a 3.5 gallon sump, with oil pumped first to the
camshaft then to the main bearings and big ends via a
hollow crankshaft. The quality of design and
workmanship is extraordinary, I marvel at the engineering
expertise in those days. These twin ignition Curtiss
engines are now extremely rare in the world today.

Paul found the remains of a 1912 Delahaye Model 32 in
South Australia and began the mighty task of chassis
restoration along with the Curtiss engine rebuild. The
fitment of a flywheel and clutch assembly and starter
motor including the coupling of a four-speed Itala gearbox
with a reverse gear was in itself an engineering
achievement. Paul wanted the body style to be typical of
a number of French and English 1912 intercity racers.
After several years of build, Paul has created a very
attractive vintage beast powered by one of the very best
of the early aero engines of that period. We hope to see it
in action at Winton Historics at some future date.

I love to see early aircraft engines in operation and one
more recent inclusion into aero engined vintage cars is
that of Paul Armstrong’s Curtiss engined1912 Delahaye.
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MGB Restoration – Bob Armstrong
I purchased a 1971 MGB as a restoration project in 2006. The vehicle was not registered and was generally in fair
condition except for the usual problems associated with a 35 year old original MGB. As a result I replaced the floors,
the sills and the doglegs. I could have got away with patching the floor and sills however removing them enabled me
to treat the inside of the structural members which I did with POR15.
The engine, gearbox and overdrive were in good condition. The cylinder head did have hardened valve seats and I
had the valves reseated and the head skimmed by The Head Shed in Mornington. The differential was a little clunky
on the overun so I replaced the thrust washers in the diff which corrected the problem.

When you first start a project it always looks ugly.

But with a lot of cleaning things gradually get better

New bits Improve things

Most of the parts I purchased came from Concours Spares in Geelong. I would send them an email and a couple of
days later the parts would arrive at my home in Mornington together with an invoice and I would forward them a
cheque. Very trusting and a good service. The panels were from Kilmartin in Castlemaine.

For an MGB I definitely recommend a rotisserie. I made this one from RHS and the height was adjustable via a
threaded rod sliding a nut up a ramp. I did all the preparation of the body work however the epoxy undercoat and the
final 2 pack finish were done by European Auto Refinishes in Mornington. I took parts, or the whole body, on the
rotisserie to EAR near the end of the day and the painter would spray the part and leave it in the oven overnight. I
would pick it up the next day and if an undercoat would start the rubbing down process. This was an excellent
arrangement. Colour is the original Australian colour, Zircon White.
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Eventually things start coming back together. The sequence of events was paint underneath the car, the interior, the
engine compartment and the boot. Then fit the engine, gearbox and suspension before finally painting the exterior of
the car.

These are the more enjoyable jobs
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MGB Restoration …..continued

Wheels were OK and new tyres

Seats re upholstered

After 3 years car finally emerges into sunlight
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Email to the Editor
G`day guys,
Good news I would think!
Vietnamese car maker VinFast has purchased the, former
Holden, Lang Lang Proving Ground, 877ha facility for
undisclosed sum...
Holden’s Lang Lang proving grounds
60 Years of Aussie History
Located at Lang Lang in Victoria (approx. one hour south
east of Melbourne), the GM Holden Proving Ground is an 877
-hectare facility, comprising 44km of sealed and unsealed
roads, including the 4.7km high speed bowl that featured in
Holden press shots and ad campaigns over the years, as well
as numerous laboratory and engineering buildings.
Opened in 1957, the proving ground was the place where
iconic Holden models like the Monaro, Torana, Kingswood
and generations of Commodores were developed to suit
Australian conditions.
With the end of Holden’s Australian manufacturing operations
in 2017, the facility was used to test various other GM
vehicles before being vacated in Q3, 2020.
The sale to VinFast means global automotive research and
development will continue at Lang Lang. More importantly,
that ongoing research will mean Australian jobs, according to
GM Holden Interim Chairman and Managing Director, Kristian
Aquilina.
“Over the past five years, GM has invested in the laboratories
and tracks at the site, which will now be well utilised by its
new owners.
“This deal hits a sweet spot of a fair sale value, a ready-made
facility for VinFast’s needs, ongoing employment for departing
Holden employees and the preservation of amenity for the
community.
“In some ways, it’s the end of an era. We pay tribute to the
rich automotive history created at the Proving Ground, and
the brilliant Holden people who worked there. At the same
time, its genuinely pleasing to know there’s a bright future
there as well.
“The Lang Lang Proving Ground will continue to shape the
global automotive industry,” Aquilina concluded
Aquilina added that the newly-created GM Specialty Vehicles
operation (formerly HSV) will be able to access Lang Lang for
testing and engineering validation of new products in local
conditions.
As well as keeping the proving ground going, VinFast say
they are committed to the ongoing protection of local
bushland within the facility’s 18km perimeter and that they
intend to allow access for community Landcare activities.
VinFast also intends to honour Holden’s heritage at the site
by allowing access for Holden car clubs and former employee
open days.
Peter Hibbert

$150

TAX RETURNS

FAST TURN AROUND
FEE FROM FUND AVAILABLE
EVENING & WEEKEND APPT AVAILABLE
ESTABLISHED IN MORNINGTON SINCE 1997
REGISTERED TAX AGENTS
GOOD OLD FASHIONED SERVICE

Factory 1/34 Watt Road, Mornington
Ph: (03) 5975 3908
Note:$150 Tax return is for standard, individual tax return only
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CLUB MERCHANDISE For Sale

IMPORTANT NOTICES

POLO T SHIRT
$30
RUGBY TOP
$40
JACKET (Sleeveless)
$45
CAP
$15
BEANIE
$15
GRILLE BADGE (Metal)
$30
CAR STICKERS
$1All these items may be purchased at monthly
meetings or ring Rob Lloyd on: 0407 833 878 to
Arrange purchase at McCrae

CLUB PERMIT SCHEME
MANAGEMENT INFO
David Doubtfire is the Club Permit Officer and
Brian Evans is deputy officer for emergency only.

DRIVER RESPONSIBILITY
It is the responsibility of the driver of a club red
plated vehicle being driven to ensure the vehicle
is in a current roadworthy condition.

CLUB PERMIT HOLDER’S
RESPONSIBILITY
It is the club permit holder’s responsibility to:
Remain a financial member of the club
and
Contact the club permit officer after disposal
of a red plate vehicle

CPS RENEWAL REMINDER
OCTOBER
A BEAGLEY

A BLACK

A BUCKLAND

G CRIPPS
J HEHIR
P KRUEGER

C DICKIN
R HUDSON
R LLOYD

M GAGLIARDI
M HURD
D LOWDEN

P LUCAS
J PALMER

D MCPHERSON N MEATES
J PEEL
F PIETERSON

V PORTEOUS B ROGERS

DARREN McGRATH
Proprietor

MUFFLER AND EXHAUST
SYSTEMS
TOWBARS AND SHOCKERS

D TURNER

B ROLLINGS

G URCH

NOVEMBER
P ANDREWS
J CHIDGZEY
P CRIPPS
M GAGLIARDI
K HILLS
S KNIGHTLEY
R MEATES

R BEAGLEY
G CLIFFORD
L D'ALTON
J HARLEY
W INNES
P LITTLE
K MORRISON

C CASSAR
R COLUMBINE
J DICKIN
C HIGGINS
D KISBY
G MEANEY
B NUTBEAN

J PALMER

D PAYNE

J POLLOCK

F SANDERS

B STRATING

I WHITEHEAD

S ZOIS

Factory 2/5 Newington Ave
ROSEBUD
PH: 03 5981 2299

NOTE: Permit Renewal by Mail
If sending renewal notices by mail please send them
with a self addressed
envelope, ONLY to the club PO BOX 12
DROMANA VIC. 3936
mailbox:
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MEMBERSHIP REMINDER
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE DUE ON 1st OCTOBER 2020
The preferred form of payment is by Direct Debit, however, any members wishing to pay with
cash can do so at any Bendigo Bank branch direct into our account: BSB 633 - 000. ACCOUNT 131808131. REF - YOUR NAME (very important!)
Cheques can still be sent to our PO Box 12 DROMANA 3936 or deposited direct into the above
account.
WITH ALL PAYMENTS IT IS ESSENTIAL YOU INCLUDE “YOUR NAME “
If anyone is suffering from financial hardship due to the current situation please contact the
treasurer, Paul Lucas
Please complete the Membership Renewal Form so that we can ensure our database is up to
date with your contact details, vehicles on CPS etc.
Preferably, please return the form via email to :- lucasp14798@gmail.com
(photographing the completed form with your Phone and emailing to the above is an option!) or
send it to our PO Box
On receipt of payment, membership cards will be posted to members receiving the email
magazine or be attached to the hard copy magazine for others

2020 SHANNONS AUTUMN AUCTION

RESULTS SUMMARY 19 - 26 AUGUST 2020
There were 65 cars offered and only 3 passed in. The auction consisted of a mix
of Sydney and Melbourne cars. This excellent clearance percentage, together with
similar results I read of in UK magazines would clearly indicate that the classic car
market is indeed alive and well. Maybe because of the fact that we are in “lockdown”
and have plenty of “time on our hands” to consider a future purchase, purely to give
us something to “play with” during the current climate!!
There were some outstanding results from this auction where it would seem the
estimates fell short of the resulting prices, although most of the estimates were
close.
MOST NOTABLE: Lot 85 – 1991 Mercedes 300 SE Estimate 6 – 8 sold for $13,500.
Lot 92 – 1977 Mercedes 450 SLC – Estimate 34 – 38 Sold for $48,000

Lot 93 – 1944 Ford Jeep WW2 – Estimate 10 – 14 Sold for $27,500
Lot 97 – Holden EJ Panel Van (modified) – Estimate 30 – 40 Sold for $82,000!!!
Lot 98 – Holden FB Station Wagon – Estimate 35 -40 Sold for $58,000
Lot 103 Chev Impala 1968 Fast Back – Estimate 30 -38 sold for $45,500
Lot 133 – 1974 Holden HQ Premier 308 V8 – Estimate 25 -30 Sold for $50,500
Lot 137 – 2001 Holden VX GTS - Estimate 42 – 48 Sold for $58,100
Lot 112 – 1955 VW Beetle (small window) – Estimate 30 – 35 Sold for $46,500!!
JAGUARS
Lot 114 1963 Mk 11 3.8 Manual – Estimate 35 – 45 Sold $56,500
Lot 87 – 1996 XJR 4.0 Supercharged – Estimate 7 – 10 Sold for $20,300
MOST OUTSTANDING FOR THE AUCTION
Lot 123 – 2004 Ferrari 360 Spider – Estimate 100 – 120 Sold for $222,500
Lot 147 - Porsche 911E 2.4 Coupe – Estimate 150 -180 Sold for $308,500
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Southern Peninsula Classic and Historic Car Club—Minutes of Annual General Meeting-October 1st 2019
President Geoff Bartlett presided over the meeting which commenced at -7.58pm.
Minutes of the 2018 AGM dated 2nd October 2018 were printed in the Crankhandle
Nil correspondence was received related to 2018 AGM
Acceptance moved Ray Gardini

Sec. Charlie Cassar

Presidents Report – Geoff Bartlett thanked all members of his committee for effort throughout the past year. A
special vote of thanks was issued to Brian Niblock who has served as secretary since 2012. Geoff also
congratulated our treasurer Paul Lucas for his support and tireless effort over the last year. Mention was made of the
outstanding attendance to monthly meetings and he confirmed that fees would remain unchanged for the next year.
Treasures Report – Comprehensive report was made available to all members present
Paul
reported that current Balance is $2000 higher than 2018 and at this point of time 154 members have paid their
subscription with only 96 outstanding. Purchase of regalia was $1488 with sales of $1484 an excellent result and the
club has a current stock of $4000. Annual major expense remains the Crankhandle (a first class investment). Budget
for 2020 indicates a $380 profit.
Moved - Charlie Cassar
Sec – John Becker
Mick Daddo took the chair at the president’s request to conduct election of office bearers and committee members
All were elected unopposed
President

Geoff Bartlett

Vice President

Allan Tyler

Secretary

Colin Jordan

Treasurer

Paul Lucas

Webmaster

David Doubtfire

Events Co-ordinator

John Becker

Regalia

Rob LLoyd

Membership Officer

Anne Kruger

Editor

Keith Morrison

Safety Officer

Liam Fenney

AOMC rep

Ray Beagley

Federation rep

Allan Tyler

Committee – Brian Evans, Warwick Spinaze, Julie Jones, Christine Tyler
Officers and Committee were asked to stand along with Life Members for the benefit of membership in attendance.
Mick closed the AGM at 8.30pm.

More One-Liners
-Never tell your problems to anyone, because 20 percent don't care and the other 80 percent are glad you have them.
-Doesn't expecting the unexpected mean that the unexpected is actually expected?
-Take my advice — I'm not using it.
-My wife and I were happy for twenty years; then we met.
I- hate it when people use big words just to make themselves sound perspicacious.
-Hospitality is the art of making guests feel like they're at home when you wish they were.
-Television may insult your intelligence, but nothing rubs it in like a computer.

We wish all of our members and their families who have not been enjoying
the best of health lately, a speedy recovery and return to good health.
Members are not named for privacy reasons and also we do not want to
cause offence by failing to mention someone by name.
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Southern Peninsula Classic and Historic Car Club—President’s Report for AGM, October 6th 2020.
I write this heading towards the end of my two year term as President, albeit under very unusual circumstances with
the majority of Club functions being at a complete standstill.
This has been one of the most enjoyable experiences of my lifetime, and primarily because of the wonderful Club,
delightful members, and of course a willing and extremely capable Committee making my job easier than could be
hoped for.
It is my intention to nominate for a Committee Member position for 2020/21, and indications are that the Club is in
good hands for quite a few years to come. This is not to discourage anyone from coming forward in due course to
offer help, and there is nothing healthier than to get new skills and perspectives into management.
Let’s hope that there is never anything again like Coronavirus, and that we will soon be looking back and
congratulating ourselves for coming out of it sane and well.
My biggest challenge of the term was the alteration to our Constitution with respect to description of Membership, as
there were easy paths to see people deprived of privileges to which they were entitled, if someone put the wrong
interpretation onto what was written. Every Constitution evolves, and this is in no way criticism of past
administrations. Having been told by [would-be] experts that “the powers that be” will definitely not accept the
amendments, I was elated when the advice was that “Oh yes [yawn] those alterations are enshrined in your
Constitution”.
It was recognised that health issues were not un-usual in our aging numbers, and I asked Charlie Cassar, who has
an enormous knowledge of our Membership, to act as a conduit to the Committee on these matters, and he said that
he would willingly do it, but didn’t want a title. Many thanks Charlie for a job really well done. What an asset we have
in the persons of the Octos, who contribute every month to the value of the Crankhandle.
Our Membership numbers are improving, and for such a modest number. It is amazing to see in excess of 100
people attend a meeting.

We have amazing events, and Members benefit from good fiscal management, largely by our capable Treasurer,
and we enjoy several subsidised catered outings each year.
I could not fail to mention the Crankhandle. Our magazine is second to none in the hobby we enjoy, and it is great
that Keith’s great skill as Editor is enhanced by contributions from Members, particularly of late, when I suppose
more time has been available to pen notes, and likewise more time is there to soak up interesting information, so
well presented.
During the term we have lost some wonderful members to that superhighway in the sky, and that is always incredibly
sad, but I suppose our organisation is no different to any other in the fairly high average age.

Day to day running of the club is quite easy and enjoyable when a lot of people contribute willingly and well, and
someone arranges interesting things to do and good speakers at Meetings.
I have not set out to thank every person by name, but my thanks go out to everyone.
Geoff Bartlett.

Some Internet Entertainment
The following are some links to some web sites that may be of interest to members who can access them:

Copy and paste from the email magazine or carefully type the links into your web browser.
-An historic advert for replacement Holden engines
https://www.facebook.com/justcars/videos/339579027241655
-90-year-old cars fight like they are brand new— 2005 Goodwood Revival
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhIulPbDQzI&fbclid=IwAR0-wTh-2qzsF5_YhDJdaAaenikqhbwnraelf4lYfsSE59-OfTtLFiCvBbk

-Four videos covering the repair of a Model A gearbox repair are well worth watching, even just to see how
everything works.
#1.........https://youtu.be/RPzUwu3Jf5Y
#2.........https://youtu.be/_ZNVWUrvAcY
#3.........https://youtu.be/XYVHcLX1qXY
#4.........https://youtu.be/rVC-fSBe4WM
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BUY, SWAP OR SELL
Members may submit notices of items they wish to BUY, SWAP or SELL at no charge (2 issues only).
Non Members (not commercial) shall be charged $10.00 for seven lines, max. two issues only. Club Permit
eligible vehicles only.
.

Commercial advertising enquiries should be addressed to: The Treasurer, S.P.C. & H.C.C., PO Box 12,
Dromana, Vic., 3936. Government regulations require that the registration, engine or chassis number of the
vehicle MUST be included in all “FOR SALE” advertisements.
NOTIFY THE EDITOR ONCE YOUR ARTICLE HAS BEEN SOLD OR THE ADVERT. IS NO LONGER REQUIRED.

BOOK FOR SALE
“New Condition $50
Geoff Anderson Ph: 59 864 929

FOR SALE

Fully restored by MG Workshop in Mulgrave.
Owned by my mother-in-law and then by me. 71,000 miles
(113,000Kms)
In excellent condition
and continuously
maintained by MG
Workshop
Asking $7000 ONO
Call John Pollock 0418
319 211

FOR SALE.

X-TYPE JAGUAR 2002

Future classic model in perfect condition.

This is the SPORT 3.0 LITRE V6 AUTOMATIC 5 SPEED
WITH ALL WHEEL DRIVE. PHOENIX RED rare colour,
BLACK LEATHER INTERIOR AND BURR WALNUT
DASH.
I bought it in Perth from a fellow enthusiast at 105,000
klms a few years ago and had it railed across. It now has
only 130,000 klms with service history, registered to
December 2020.
For sale for $12000

phone 0407833878 Rob Lloyd

WANTED
Display cabinet with shelves for a small model-car
collection.

It can be in original condition. Free-standing or wallmounted OK
Be happy to collect same.
Warwick Spinaze

1966 Morris 1100

Thank you
0407 016 719
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Specialising in
All Jobbing work
Car and Boat Parts
Motor Cycle Parts
Rare Spares Stockists
Reconditioning of all Bumper Bars
Gold Plating
Aluminium Plating
Zinc Plating
Barrel Plating
Chrome, Nickel, Copper & Silver Plating

Email: vinneys@bigpond.com
Web: www.vinneys.com.au

See Darron Hodgson and staff for all
your auto service needs, from what
makes it go …. to what makes it

STOP…..AND GO, TO

STOP
They’ll even give you a 12 month or
20,000 km guarantee on parts and labour
Call and talk to Darron:

ABS MORNINGTON
53 Tyabb Road, Mornington, Vic 3931
Phone: (03) 59736855 Fax: (03) 59736344
Email: mornington@absauto.com.au
OR check the ABS website: www.absauto.com.au
(Club members, 10% discount on presentation of this advertisement)

New Owner:-Mathew Reddecliffe
Address: 3/14 Bruce Street ,Mornington.
Phone (03) 5975 7503 / 043 580 953
Email: MLAUTOMOTIVEREPAIRS@GMAIL.COM
Web: MLAUTOMOTIVE.COM.AU
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One Stop Shop
We offer a full suite of products
and services ensuring your
automotive needs are taken
care of all at the one location

Some Jokes from Joyce
Paddy’s Parking Lot
Paddy was driving down the street in a sweat because
he had an important meeting and couldn't find a
parking spot. Looking up towards heaven he said,
"Lord, take pity on me. If you find a parking spot for me
go to Mass every Sunday for the rest of my life and
give up Irish Whiskey."
Miraculously, a parking spot appears. Paddy looks up
to heaven again, "Never mind, I found one."

Something to build for the Grandchildren

Maurice's Murmur
Maurice-, an 82 year old man went to the doctor to get
a physical. A few days later the doctor saw Maurice
walking down the street with a gorgeous woman on his
arm. A couple of days later the doctor spoke to
Maurice, "You're doing great aren't you?

Maurice replies, "I'm just doing what you said Doc, 'Get a Hot Mumma and be careful.'
The doctor responds with, "I didn't say that, I said
you've got a heart murmur so be careful."
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